
With Julie Brown, director of Sheffield’s Seamless Gutter Company

Utterly Gutterly

GREEN
ALUMINIUM
seamless guttering

Old, leaky guttering is unsightly and can cause
serious damage to your home if it is not replaced.
But aluminium seamless gutters will not rot like

wood, or leak/discolour like plastic. And they are
green as can be - being 99% recyclable

NO LEAKS, NO RUST, NO PAINTING - NO PROBLEM! 

FREEPHONE 0800 3777 660

OUR ROOFING DIVISION
Seamless Gutters specialised roofing team can undertake all aspects of
roofing from minor repairs and weather damage through to a full re-
roof. Please contact us to discuss your requirements

Our seamless aluminium gutters are light, beautiful and more durable than
any other forms of guttering. They are also the most environmentally
friendly, because aluminium is 99% recyclable.

The aluminium we use comes from a manufacturer who uses water-generated
power to supply the processing facilities, resulting in virtually no CO2 emissions.

Aluminium is not only planet-friendly, it is more effective than alternatives   .
Cast-iron is prone to rusting and cracking, wooden guttering rots if not treated
properly, and needs regular maintenance/painting. Plastic guttering is relatively
cheap and effective, but if not fitted properly it will leak - the joints will creep
open and the colour is likely to fade. 

The longer leaky guttering is left unrepaired, the more expensive a problem it
can become. Now is the perfect time to replace your gutters, before global cooling
takes effect (winter, in other words).

We form our aluminium gutters on site, using a machine housed in the back of
one of our vans. The finished gutters appear in continuous runs, and because we
use internal fixing brackets they are both strong and visually appealing. 

Seamless aluminium gutters are five inches wide, as opposed to the four-inch
width of plastic varieties, and so can carry much more rainwater.

The gutters are available in a range of pre-painted colours. The only attention
they need is an occasional clear-out of
the leaves and debris which collects
over time.

Go green - go aluminium.

Malcolm Crehan, of Southbourne Court, Dore
“I was surprised that plastic and aluminium

guttering are much the same in price. We obtained
quotes from four other other firms, but the Seamless
Gutter Company was the most competitive.”

“They were efficient and punctual, and 
completed the work with a minimum of disturbance 
to residents.”

Robert and Pippa
Proctor, of
Eckington

“The Seamless

Gutter Company 

were brilliant.

They did a great job,

were punctual, clean

and tidy. Our house

looks great, and we

don’t have to worry

about painting gutters and woodwork in the future.”

Brian Higgott, of Totley (left), is pictured with
Glen, of the Seamless Gutter Company. Says Brian: 
“I am very happy with the work that the Seamless
Gutter Company have done. My gutter was old, and
leaking onto walls. I wanted the problem solved
because I knew the longer I left it the more serious the
damp would become.

“My new guttering is trouble-free, leak-free and
looks great. I didn’t bother getting any other quotes 
for the work because Glen and the Seamless Gutter
Company were obviously trustworthy.”

A FEW OF OUR SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS
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